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Wikipedia list articles List Yes! PreCure 5 GoGo! EpisodesSTaw the first DVD release featuring major drugsCountry originApanNo. episodes48ReleaseOriginal networkANN (ABC)Original releaseFeural 3, 2008 - January 25, 2009 Seasonal chronology← PreviousYes! PreCure 5 Next → Franchise is Pretty Cure! Yes! PreCure 5 GoGo! is an anime series produced by Toei
Animation. It continues from the previous series, the girls were given new powers in order to save the four kings of the various kingdoms surrounding the Palmier Kingdom and to protect Flora and Cure Rose Garden from the evil organization Eternal. The series began airing in Japan from February 3, 2008 to January 25, 2009, replacing Yes! PreCure 5 in its original time slot and
replaced fresh Pretty Cure!. The series uses three pieces of theme music, one opening and two ending themes. Opening theme : PreCure 5, Full Throttle Go! (プリキュア5、フロGOト GO! Puricua Faibu, Furu Surottoru Gyo Goyo!), performed by Kudu. From episode 1-29, the first theme ending is Te to Te Tsunaide Heart mo Link!! (⼿と⼿つないでハートもリンク!! Te to Te
Tsunaide Hato Mo Rinku!!, From hand to hand, heart also links!!) performed by Miamoto with Young Fresh. The second finale of the Ganbalance de Dance Kibe no Relay (ガバ希望リレ de ダ希望リレ Ganebalance de Dance Kibe no Rite, Ganbalance de Dance de Relay of Hope) was used for episodes 30-48 series and performed by a quartet of Cure, which included Godzho,
Uchi, Kudu, And Miy. Two song inserts were also used in the series, the first being Twin Tail but Mahe (ツ' テ魔法 Tsuin Toru no Mago?, Magic Pigtails) is as Urara Kasugano in episode 18, and the other is Ashita, Hana Saku. Egao, Saku. (明⽇、花咲く。 笑顔、咲く。 Tomorrow the flower blooms. The smile is blooming.) by the Cure quartet, sing right before the ending of the
theme played on episode 48. List number Title Title Original Air Date 1 Return! PreCure 5! Transcription: Fukkatsu! Puricua Faibu! (Japanese: 復活!プリキュア5!) February 3, 2008 (2008-02-03) life goes on for Nozomi, Rin, Urara, Komachi and Karen after defeating Despariah. One day a strange boy named Shiro Mami (Shirup), who claims to be born, delivers a mysterious letter
to Nozomi at school. Although bewildered, Nozomi and others open the letter. A woman named Flora appears and asks for their presence in a place known as the Rose Garden Cure. 2Nozomi and Coco: Depressing ReunionTranscryption: Nozomi Coco Nayameru Saikai (Japanese: thぞみとココ 悩める再会) February 10, 2008 (2008-02-10) Girls PreCure 5 again, Nuts and Coco
returned to stay to find 4 Kings, and Nozomi couldn't be happier. But Coco doesn't seem to share that feeling. As Coco persists in acting cold and distant, Nozomi begins to grow depressed. 3Delivery Boy Syrup's FriendTranscription: Hakobiya Shiroppu no Tomodachi (Japanese: 運び屋シロプ友達) February 17, 2008 (2008-02-17) Milk sends letters to Coco about Palmier through
syrup. She sends a lot of emails. So much, in fact, that Syrup reaches the point where it refuses to take more. Noticing this, a small inbox syrup shaped friend Mailpo steps in to help. 4Deling Urara's script! Transcript: Urara is not Daihon o Todoquero! (Japanese: うらら台本を届けろ!) February 24, 2008 (2008-02-24) Urara forgets his script in Nut House, but Syrup refuses to
deliver it. Nozomi, Rin, Komachi and Karen try to deliver it themselves, but the Eternal interferes ... 5Pismo to Student Council President Karen Transcription: Seitokaich' Karen he does not tag (Japanese: ⽣徒会⻑かれんへ⼿紙) March 2, 2008 (2008-03-02) Karen puts a proposal box for students. Across the offer box, she receives one particularly puzzling letter... 6Corol Donuts
Awakens! Transcript: Denatsu Kokuo Mesameru! (Japanese: ドナツ王⽬覚める!) March 9, 2008 (2008-03-09) Days are peaceful as the group prepares to open a new Nut House, even if Rin seems a little tired. Then the Donut King awakens... 7Sop! Palm kingdom! Transcript: Rhettsyugo! Parumies Okoku! (Japanese: レツゴ!パミエ王! March 16, 2008 (2008-03-16) Milk contacts
Nozomi with a plea for help (admittedly she lied to them because she was lonely). 8Syrup and the mysterious letterTranscryption: Shiroppu Nazo no Tegami (Japanese: シロプと謎⼿紙) March 23, 2008 (2008-03-23) Syrup and Pretty Cure get a letter written in pictures. that Syrup once worked for the Eternal. 9Decetive Komachi appears! Transcript: Meitantei Komachi Tojo!
(Japanese: 名探偵こまち登場!) March 30, 2008 (2008-03-30) Karen brings a gorgeous cake to celebrate the opening of the Nut House. They should get plates, compact sites, cassettes, tea, etc. so they put the cake in the Sun room (top level in Nuts House). When they come back, the cake is gone. 10Sops! The power of the blue rose! Transcription: Det! Aoy Bara but Chikara!
(Japanese: 出た!⻘いバ! ⼒!) April 6, 2008 (2008-04-06) One day, the Pink Pact sparkles and Flora appears before them. She leaves behind a prophecy: Unite the power of the red-blue rose and predicts to them that when something with anger and hatred appears, PC5 will be in danger. Nozomi invites them to return home from that day, hearing this. Scorpio and Banby appear
there. 11Elegant transformation! Milk rose! Transcription: Karei ni Henshin! Miruka Rzu! (Japanese: 華麗に変⾝!ミキィロズ!) April 13, 2008 (2008-04-13) PC5 discuss the fight, about Milky Rose, and if she is their partner. Syrup suspects she may be a member of the Eternal. Only Nozomi is looking forward to seeing the Milky One again. Scorp later emerges from a lake near The
Nut House. 12Curumi Mimino has arrived! Transcript: Mminino Kurumi ha Yattekita! (Japanese: 美々野くるみがやってきた!) April 20, 2008 (2008-04-20) Kurumi Mmino moves to Cinq Lumiere. Nozomi and Rin recognize she's the Milky Rose. Coco asks Nozomi and Rina to introduce the school to Kurumi. They are shocked by Kurumi's knowledge and character. Nozomi wants to
introduce PC5 Kurumi, but she said she already knows them. In Eternal, Anacordy uses Nebatakos to replace Scorp. 13 Tale of the World of Nightmares! Transcript: Akum no Meruen Vurudo! (Japanese: 悪夢メヘワド) April 27, 2008 (2008-04-27) Syrup dreams of Cure Rose Garden often, so he wants to go there. However, Syrup worries that he may not go to Cure Rose Garden.
Nozomi and Coco bring him snacks to cheer him up. Later Syrup, Coco, Nozomi are sucked into a black hole and enter the tale of Pinocchio. 14Secret of the Milky Rose! Transcription: Miruka Rzu no Gymica! (Japanese: ミキィロズ秘密!) May 4, 2008 (2008-05-04) Everyone is suspicious of Kurumi and her nature changes. Which is also surprising that milk does not send letters to
the group. They eyeball Kurumi to find out who she is. 15Rin and Bean TreeTranscryption: Rin-chan Mame no Ki (Japanese: りんちゃんと⾖⽊) May 11, 2008 (2008-05-11) For not listening, Nozomi receives contempt from Rin, but she does not take the warning seriously like all other warnings. Later they go to Jack and the bean stalk tale to catch Palmin, only to fall into the trap.
16Karen and Komachi's Candy HouseTransscription: Karen Komachi no Okasi no Ie (Japanese: かれんとこまちお菓⼦家) May 18, 2008 (2008-05-18) Nozomi, Karen and Komachi sucked into the world of Shibierets. Nozomi is lost, Karen and Komachi discover the diner, finding Nozomi, they learn that they are in the tale of Hansel and Gretel. 17Thirtye Mr.
TamukenTranscryptation: Tamuken-san-no Takaramono (Japanese: たむけんさん宝物) May 25, 2008 (2008-05-25) Nozomi sees Mr. Tamuken, who is a comedian distributing leaflets with the inscription I find an important partner, and she helps. 18Sot it all! Singing voice of UraraTranskrip: Minna no Todouk! Urara no Utagoe (Japanese: みんなに届け!うらら歌声) June 1, 2008
(2008-06-01) Syrup flies to find Palmin, and accidentally sees Uurara crying, he asks PreCure 5 for Urara sad, but PreCure5 does not seem to care and he gets angry. Urara's new song; Magic Twin Tail, debuts. 19Rybak Karen and Turtle Milk!? Transcript: Urashima Karen Kame Miruku!? (Japanese: 浦島かれんと⻲ミク!?) June 8, 2008 (2008-06-08) Karen tries to send a letter to
her parents, but has some problems. Later, he and Milk move on to the Japanese fairy tale Urashima Taro. 20 Komachi and Madoka, two dreamsTranscryption: Komachi Madoka Futari no Yume (Japanese: こまちとまどか ⼆夢) June 22, 2008 (2008-06-22) When Komachi shows his new novel to the nuts in the Nut House, Madoka then comes. She gives souvenirs to Komachi
and the others she bought on her trip. After that, she goes to university. She left her bag in the Nut House, so Komachi goes to university to give the bag to Madocom. 21Ful friendship, Lunch together! Transcription: Yayappuri Minna de Ounte! (Japanese: 友情たっぷりみんなでお弁当!) June 29, 2008 (2008-06-29) Nozomi's parents are busy, so she's home until the next day.
Nozomi is not a very good cook, so she asks to share with others. However, Rin invites Nozomi to make her lunch herself. They go to Nozomi's house after school for cooking lessons. 22 Teacher Nozomi does his best! Transcript: Nozomi-singei Tsini Ganbaru! (Japanese: ぞみ先⽣いに頑張る!) July 6, 2008 (2008-07-06) Rin asks Coco to study with his siblings. Nozomi hears this
and voluntarily teaches children. Coco also recommends Nozomi to teach, so Nozomi helps Rin with her teaching. Nozomi has problems answering children's questions. Meanwhile, Syrup reprimands Coco only for supporting but doing nothing, Coco is shocked and angry at it. 23Syrop betrays us!? Transcription: Shiropfu ga Uragitta!? (Japanese: シロプが裏切った!?) July 13,
2008 (2008-07-13) Anacordy appears in Syrup with a suggestion: if he wants to know his past, he can use the Rose Covenant to exchange data. Syrup decides to go to the Eternal One to get your memories. He wants to know his past, but he can't give the Rosa Anacondy Pact. Nozomi and others believe him and go to the Eternal to help him. 24 New Power PreCure 5!
Transcription: Puricua Faibu Aratana Chikara! (Japanese: プリキュア5新たな⼒!) July 20, 2008 (2008-07-20) When PC5 see Syrup in Eternal, he runs away, feeling that he betrayed them. Nebatakos appears, changes to the shape of a monster and fights with our heroines. Coco chases and persuades Syrup to help Prekour. When Coco and Syrup find them, they are badly
injured. During the battle, Coco's body begins to shine... 25The nightmare with twoTranscryption: Manatsu no Akum no Futarigumi (Japanese: 真夏悪夢⼆組) July 27, 2009 (2009-07-27) Syrup is very hungry as the school canteen is closed during the summer holidays. Thus, Syrup temporarily lives in the Nut House and works as a postman. When PC5 go shopping, mysterious
shadows appear, hunting for the pink pact. 26PreCure in the big city! Transcription: Puricua Daitokai ni Arawaru! (Japanese: プリキュア都会に現る!) August 3, 2008 (2008-08-03) Urara takes a job as a live reporter for the parade, Nozomi and others go to the metropolis with her. While they wait, Banby appears and demands the Rose Covenant. If PC5 refuses, it will shake off the
treasure of the city, the symbol of the city. 27Rin vs. Edo Monsters! Transcript: Rin-chan tai Edo Yakai! (Japanese: りんちゃんVS江⼾妖怪!) August 17, 2008 (2008-08-17) While PreCure enjoy the summer festival, they are separated and encounter many ghosts and monsters. Eternal deceives them or is it real? 28Nevesta Coco arrived!? Transcript: Coco no Oyome-san Tojo!?
(Japanese: ココお嫁さん登場!?) August 24, 2008 (2008-08-24) Princess Crepe found! She presents herself as Coco's fiancee, to the shock of Milk and Nozomi. 29Thwr guy and tennis!? Transcription: Kegen de Ikemen in Tenis!? ⾼原でイケメンとテニス!?) August 31, 2008 (2008-08-31) Nozomi and others go to Karen's villa in the Highlands to play tennis. Anaconda asks
Mucardia to receive the Rose Pact. He disguises as a young man to get closer to the Nozomi group. 30Force King and Nuts' AnxietyTranscryption: No Chikara Natzu No Naami (Japanese: 王⼒とナツツ悩み) September 7, 2008 (2008-09-07) Nozomi and others go to the Nut House to see the harvest of the moon. Suddenly they are sucked into a black hole in the sky. When they
come, they find that they are on the moon. 31 New power of the Milky Rose! Transcript: Miruki Radzu Aratanaru Chikara! (Japanese: ミキィロズ新たなる⼒!) September 14, 2008 (2008-09-14) Nuts feels that he can't help the group at all and starts to worry. 32 Little Little Big Adventure! Transcript: Chiisana Chiisana Daibuken! (Japanese: ⼩さな⼩さな冒険!) September 21, 2008
(2008-09-21) Mucardia masquerades as a famous magician and visits the Nut House. He took out a box, which looks like the Rose Pact, to perform his magic. Nozomi opens the box and the PC5 shrinks. They ask for help, but no one answers... 33Hustling Urara and Curry Shop Transcription: Hassuru Urara in Kara Yasan (Japanese: ハうららとカレ屋さん) September 28, 2008
(2008-09-28) Urara go to her classmate, Yoshimi Curry shop and helps her distribute flyers. PC5 meet Bunbee in the store. PreCure5 must fight Bunbee without destroying the store. 34Ses of loneliness! Confession of CrepaTranscryption: Namida no Ovakare! Kurepu no Kokukaku (Japanese: 涙お別れ!クレプ告⽩) October 5, 2008 (2008-10-05) Crepe sneaks into Coco's bag at
school to see his work before she returns to her kingdom. 35Sweed offer Bunby! Transcription: Bunbe Shugeki Hatsugen! (Japanese: ブビ衝撃発⾔!) October 12, 2008 (2008-10-12) Nozomi is bored as others are so busy they don't go to the Nut House as often as before. Bunbee is depressed as he neglected Anaconda. Nozomi and Banby go to the same park at the same time,
Bunby sees Nozomi, but she does not notice. When he wants to know why Nozomi is upset, he investigates. After this day, Bunbee comes to them and says: I want to be a leader! 36 Be careful! Five DE chance! (Part 1) Transcription: Abunay! Faybu DE Chansu! (Senpen) (Japanese: 危ない!ファブDEチャ! (前編)) October 19, 2008 (2008-10-19) Karen goes to Nuts House and
sees others throwing coins as they want to take part in a game show. Karen is invited, but she rejects because she hates gambling. On the day of the show, Karen receives a call from Komachi, saying that Kurumi can not participate because she is too nervous. So Karen replaces Kurumi. But, the studio is strange, and Nozomi and others are connected. 37 Be careful! Five DE
chance! (Part 2)Transcription: Abunay! Faybu DE Chansu! (Kyen) (Japanese: 危ない!ファブDEチャ! (後編)) October 26, 2008 (2008-10-26) This game show is a fake made by Mucardia. He is the presenter and the Hoshins are the audience. The person who wins the game can return to his World. Others because Mucardia uses a trick to make them lose. Karen is the only one
challenging Mucardia! The challenge is to play coins. Will Karen choose the front or back of the coin? 38Swe two powers! Dream and rose!! Transcription: Futari no Chikara! Dorado Suzuki!! (Japanese: ⼆⼒!ドリム ロズ!!) November 9, 2008 (2008-11-09) Rin said that blue roses are symbols of miracles and rare. Syrup mentions that he saw blue roses bloom in the Rose Garden
Cure. 39S save King Mont Blanc! Transcript: Montburan Kokua o Suku! (Japanese: モブ王を救え!) November 16, 2008 (2008-11-16) The last Rose Garden Key holder, King Montblanc, is weak. Karen has to take care of him. Transcript: Urara no Utagoe o Torimodose! (Japanese: うらら歌声を取り戻せ!) November 23, 2008 (2008-11-23) Urara wants to be the host of a musical
performance, and she has good reasons why. 41Rin has a date with a gentleman!? Transcript: Rin-chan Ikman in Doto!? (Japanese: りんちゃんケメとデト!?) November 30, 2008 (2008-11-30) While working, Rin has a block artist designing accessories. Kiosuke (Mukardia) is coming. Later they walk like they're on a date. 42 Comachi And Arab NightsTranscryption: Komachi no
Kechui in Arabic Naito (Japanese: こまち決意とアビアナト) December 7, 2008 (2008-12-07) Nozomi and others go to the library to help Nuts find the book. Nozomi sees Komachi deep in thought in front of the bookshelf. Shibiretta later appears and traps everyone in Arab nights, notably Ali Baba and 40 thieves. Komachi is angry at the way Shibiretta plays with this story.
43Oujas! Eternal Boss! Transcript: Kofu! This is not Kanch! (Japanese: 恐怖!エタナ館⻑) December 14, 2008 (2008-12-14) Nozomi is studying in the school library, Coco finds her and they come back together. On the way they meet the boss of the Eternal... He wants to define the power of PreCure. He steals the Rose Pact and attacks Nozomi and Coco! Others later take part in
the fight, but they can't beat it. 44 Open! Everyone is present! Transcript: Todoc! Minna is not Purezento! (Japanese: 届け!みんなプレゼト!) December 21, 2008 (2008-12-21) PC5 decorates the Nut House for Christmas. Mailpo gives a real list of many children. PreCure 5 decides to help send gifts to children. Along the way Syrup and Urara meet an old man who has lost his
sleigh. 45Thorst the Treatment of the Rose Garden appears! Transcript: Cua Radzu Geden no Tobira Arawaru! (Japanese: キュアロズガデ扉現る!) January 4, 2009 (2009-01-04) King Montblanc recovered, and Syrup receives the other three rulers for the opening gate of the Cure Rose Garden. But, Syrup is worried while Nozomi and others are happy to go there... 46Un
goodbye! PreCure 5 Confiscated! transcription: zettai zetsumei! Bosshasaset Purikua Faibu! (Japanese: 絶体絶命!没収されたプリキュア5!) January 11, 2009 (2009-01-11) Cure Rose Garden was opened. But, Anaconda interferes with PreCure 5. Boss moves when he knows the gate 47Sne's feeling like one! Miracle of the Blue Rose!! Transcript: Kimoti about Hitotsu ni! Aoy Bara
no Kiseki!! (Japanese: 気持ちをひとつに!⻘いバ:奇跡!!) January 18, 2009 (2009-01-18) Milk and syrup go to eternal to save PreCure 5, and the boss of Eternal meets Flora. 48In the future! Forever Strong PreCure 5! Transcript: Mirai e! Eyen Fumecsu no Puricua Faibu! (Japanese: 未来へ!永遠不滅プリキュア5!) January 25, 2009 (2009-01-25) Boss finally dominates Cure Rose
Garden. PreCure 5 have a great fight with him. Meanwhile, Mailpo appears and emits many emails to the boss. Coco first, all friends lend their power to PreCures, who never give hope. See also Yes! Precure 5 GoGo! Film: Happy Birthday in the Kingdom of Sweets - animated film based on the series. Inquiries: Yes!プリキュア5 Go Go!. Media Arts Database (japanese). Agency
for Culture. Archive from the original on April 23, 2017. Received on April 22, 2017. Extracted from yes precure 5 gogo episode 25. yes precure 5 gogo episode 26. yes precure 5 gogo episode 23. yes precure 5 gogo episode 24. yes precure 5 gogo episode 21. yes precure 5 gogo episode 27. yes precure 5 gogo episode 29. yes precure 5 gogo episode 20
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